The Digital Studio is located on the second floor of the Schaffer Library and consists of five unique spaces designed to support faculty exploration of existing and emerging technologies: a newly redesigned Faculty Computing Resource Center (FCRC), 2 Multi-purpose rooms, a Production Booth/Studio, and Isolation Booth/Whisper Room.

**Digital Studio Trailer**

Please see the [Digital Studio FAQ](http://its.union.edu/faq-page) for more information, including who can utilize these spaces, the equipment/resources available within each of the rooms, how one can check availability and make a reservation, and who to contact for support.

*The above video was shot and edited by Union College Film Study students (and ITS Digital Studio student technicians) Joey Laub and Kewan J. Harrison working with the resources available within the Digital Studio during spring break, 2014. Video and music was produced by Jermaine Wells, Coordinator for Learning Environments Services & Special Events/Conferences in ITS.*
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